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РуТсж.рф
Иркутск
УК «Восточное управление жилищно-коммунальными системами»

Управляющая компания «Восточное 
управление жилищно-
коммунальными системами»

Контакты
Режим работы
На карте
Панорама
Штат
СРО
Лицензия

УК «Восточное управление жилищно-коммунальными системами» 
расположена по адресу Иркутская область, г. Иркутск, ул. Российская, д. 
27, телефон диспетчера 23-52-35, сайт и личный кабинет компании .

Рейтинг
▾47 голосов 

Полное наименование
АО "Восточное управление жилищно-коммунальными системами"

ОГРН / ИНН
1063811053283 / 3811101580

Руководитель
Днепровский Денис Андреевич

Адрес

https://xn--f1atdde.xn--p1ai
https://xn--f1atdde.xn--p1ai
https://xn--f1atdde.xn--p1ai/иркутск


Иркутская область, г. Иркутск, ул. Российская, д. 27
Юридический адрес

Совпадает с фактическим
Email

vugks@vugks.ru
Телефон

280-130
Телефон диспетчера

23-52-35
В управлении

860 домов 

Часы работы
Пнд-птн: 8:00 - 17:00 обед 12:00 - 13:00

Дополнительная информация

Диспетчерская служба

Часы работы
Пнд-птн: 8:00 - 17:00

Телефон
23-52-35

Адрес
Иркутская область, г. Иркутск, ул. Российская, д. 27

Факс
280-138

Штат

Инженеры
7 человек

mailto:vugks@vugks.ru
tel:280-130
tel:23-52-35
https://xn--f1atdde.xn--p1ai/иркутск/ук-восточное-управление-жилищно-коммунальными-системами/дома


Административный персонал
30 человек

Рабочие
4 человека

Всего
41 человек

Членство в СРО
НП управляющих многоквартирными домами Иркутской области "Содружество 
ЖКХ", ИНН 3811127740, 664009 Иркутская обл, г.Иркутск, ул. Красноярская 31/1 
оф. 401, тел. 28-87-05

Сведения о лицензии
Дата начала действия

10.04.2015
Номер

000003
Лицензирующий орган

Служба государственного жилищного надзора Иркутской области

На карте Иркутска
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УК и ТСЖ рядом
ТСЖ «Железнодорожник» 
Товарищество собственников жилья «Железнодорожник»
2 метра

УК «Холдинг-Радужный» 
Управляющая компания «Холдинг-Радужный»
117 метров

УК «Хозяин Дома» 
Управляющая компания «Хозяин Дома»

https://xn--f1atdde.xn--p1ai/иркутск/ук-восточное-управление-жилищно-коммунальными-системами/pdf
/var/www/rutsg/data/public/925872482-тсж-железнодорожник
/var/www/rutsg/data/public/1-ук-холдинг-радужный
/var/www/rutsg/data/public/ук-хозяин-дома


117 метров

ТСЖ «Первомайский» 
Товарищество собственников жилья «Первомайский»
117 метров

УК «Троицкая» 
Управляющая компания «Троицкая»
175 метров

Отзывы о УК «Восточное управление жилищно-
коммунальными системами»

??? ????
▾

Все отзывы публикуются в нашей группе vk.com/rutsj, в который Вы можете 
получить ответ от официальных представителей администрации города. 
Подпишитесь и следите за обновлениями.

?????????

Andy

2023-07-27 21:07:32
Без темы
Do you mind if I quote a couple of your articles as long as I provide credit and sources 
back to your blog? My blog site is in the exact same area of interest as yours and my 
visitors would definitely benefit from some of the information you provide here. Please 
let me know if this okay with you. Thank you! roro4d
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visitors would definitely benefit from some of the information you provide here. Please 
let me know if this okay with you. Thank you! roro4d
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Davida

2023-10-16 03:25:33
Без темы
Click here to obtain The Panda Master App. The Panda Master App is just one click away, 
turning your boredom to true pleasure. Become an distributor for panda grasp fish 
games in the present day. A commendable strategy, however many are fearful that such 
updates might find yourself taking area within the 3DS cartridges, that can be already 
listed being moderately low 2GB. Fortunately, Nintendo expects that quantity to swap, 
claiming how the cartridges must take delivery of a major increase" from the ROM 
capability, primarily having a good amount of area as for the highest-of-the-line 3D video 
games along with offline updates to have the pirates from exploding. This is an efficient 
possibility as considered one of the cheapest VPN decisions. But since you might have 
the free tier this can act as a try-before-you purchase choice - only with out the 
efficiency you may get while you pay for the full service. Well, there’s excellent news: 
parents will pay good cash to assist their youngsters do higher in class - particularly 
when it comes to check prep for the ACT or SAT. To test the pace and performance of 
TunnelBear VPN we used each US and UK places on a 1Gbps connection. For getting 
round geo restrictions to get access to video streaming services, TunnelBear VPN works 



effectively in areas the place some others fail, but fails in areas they work. Does 
TunnelBear VPN work on Netflix? TunnelBear managed this across three separate tests, 
unblocking immediately every time. However, before you begin dumping your coins into 
the machine, there are a couple of suggestions that can provide help to maximize your 
payout and profit from your time. Wish To Have A More Appealing Online Slots Real 
Money? Read This! BINTANG168 - https://forbrugermania.com
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turning your boredom to true pleasure. Become an distributor for panda grasp fish 
games in the present day. A commendable strategy, however many are fearful that such 
updates might find yourself taking area within the 3DS cartridges, that can be already 
listed being moderately low 2GB. Fortunately, Nintendo expects that quantity to swap, 
claiming how the cartridges must take delivery of a major increase" from the ROM 
capability, primarily having a good amount of area as for the highest-of-the-line 3D video 
games along with offline updates to have the pirates from exploding. This is an efficient 
possibility as considered one of the cheapest VPN decisions. But since you might have 
the free tier this can act as a try-before-you purchase choice - only with out the 
efficiency you may get while you pay for the full service. Well, there’s excellent news: 
parents will pay good cash to assist their youngsters do higher in class - particularly 
when it comes to check prep for the ACT or SAT. To test the pace and performance of 
TunnelBear VPN we used each US and UK places on a 1Gbps connection. For getting 
round geo restrictions to get access to video streaming services, TunnelBear VPN works 
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TunnelBear VPN work on Netflix? TunnelBear managed this across three separate tests, 
unblocking immediately every time. However, before you begin dumping your coins into 
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payout and profit from your time. Wish To Have A More Appealing Online Slots Real 
Money? Read This! BINTANG168 - https://forbrugermania.com
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games in the present day. A commendable strategy, however many are fearful that such 
updates might find yourself taking area within the 3DS cartridges, that can be already 
listed being moderately low 2GB. Fortunately, Nintendo expects that quantity to swap, 
claiming how the cartridges must take delivery of a major increase" from the ROM 
capability, primarily having a good amount of area as for the highest-of-the-line 3D video 
games along with offline updates to have the pirates from exploding. This is an efficient 
possibility as considered one of the cheapest VPN decisions. But since you might have 
the free tier this can act as a try-before-you purchase choice - only with out the 
efficiency you may get while you pay for the full service. Well, there’s excellent news: 
parents will pay good cash to assist their youngsters do higher in class - particularly 
when it comes to check prep for the ACT or SAT. To test the pace and performance of 
TunnelBear VPN we used each US and UK places on a 1Gbps connection. For getting 
round geo restrictions to get access to video streaming services, TunnelBear VPN works 
effectively in areas the place some others fail, but fails in areas they work. Does 
TunnelBear VPN work on Netflix? TunnelBear managed this across three separate tests, 
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Click here to obtain The Panda Master App. The Panda Master App is just one click away, 
turning your boredom to true pleasure. Become an distributor for panda grasp fish 
games in the present day. A commendable strategy, however many are fearful that such 
updates might find yourself taking area within the 3DS cartridges, that can be already 
listed being moderately low 2GB. Fortunately, Nintendo expects that quantity to swap, 
claiming how the cartridges must take delivery of a major increase" from the ROM 
capability, primarily having a good amount of area as for the highest-of-the-line 3D video 
games along with offline updates to have the pirates from exploding. This is an efficient 
possibility as considered one of the cheapest VPN decisions. But since you might have 
the free tier this can act as a try-before-you purchase choice - only with out the 
efficiency you may get while you pay for the full service. Well, there’s excellent news: 
parents will pay good cash to assist their youngsters do higher in class - particularly 
when it comes to check prep for the ACT or SAT. To test the pace and performance of 
TunnelBear VPN we used each US and UK places on a 1Gbps connection. For getting 
round geo restrictions to get access to video streaming services, TunnelBear VPN works 



effectively in areas the place some others fail, but fails in areas they work. Does 
TunnelBear VPN work on Netflix? TunnelBear managed this across three separate tests, 
unblocking immediately every time. However, before you begin dumping your coins into 
the machine, there are a couple of suggestions that can provide help to maximize your 
payout and profit from your time. Wish To Have A More Appealing Online Slots Real 
Money? Read This! BINTANG168 - https://forbrugermania.com
Управляющая компания «Восточное управление жилищно-коммунальными 
системами» в Иркутске
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